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Machine translation can be applied to a variety of domains such as restaurants,
lodging facilities, and transport agencies each of which differs in terms of conversation, vocabulary, phrasing, and their translation. It is therefore common to create a machine translation engine specialized for each domain using a corpus specific to that domain to improve translation performance. However, when faced
with a translation task targeting multiple domains, the user must select multiple
engines, which detracts from the convenience of machine translation. In response
to this problem, NTT DOCOMO has developed technology for automatically predicting the domain of the machine translation engine from the text input by the user. This makes it possible to automatically select the optimal machine translation
engine for the input text.

services using speech recognition technology and

1. Introduction

machine translation technology are coming to be

In recent years, the number of foreign travel-

introduced for achieving smooth communication with

ers visiting Japan has been increasing dramatically

foreign travelers in restaurants and other eating/

resulting in a sudden increase in “inbound de-

drinking establishments, at lodging facilities, on

mand.” Against this background, voice translation

public transportation, etc. Voice translation services
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are also being introduced at medical institutions
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that will likely be used by ill or injured travelers

2. Issues in Voice Translation Services

to make the purpose of an examination or treat-

Voice translation services specific to overseas

ment understandable to the patient. In this way,

trips and customer service for foreign travelers

voice translation services are coming to be used

include VoiceTra®*6, a voice translation app from

across a wide range of scenarios.

the National Institute of Information and Commu-

Amid this trend, Neural Machine Translation

nications Technology (NICT), ili®*7, an offline trans-

(NMT)*1 is attracting attention in the field of ma-

lation device for customer service from Logbar Inc.,

chine translation [1] [2]. “NMT” refers to the use of

and POCKETALK®*8, a translation device from

a bilingual corpus*2 to train a large-scale Neural

Sourcenext Corporation. NTT DOCOMO for its part

3

Network (NN)* , a scheme that has come to achieve

provides “Jspeak” translation app for smartphones

more fluent and accurate translations than conven-

to facilitate face-to-face communication when mak-

tional statistical machine translation [3].

ing an overseas trip or when interacting with for-

In NMT, using a large and high-quality bilin-

eign travelers within Japan.

4

gual corpus specific to a certain domain* can im-

These examples show how voice translation

prove translation performance in that domain. It is

services have been developed in diverse ways and

therefore common to prepare a machine translation

how machine translation has come to be used in a

5

engine* specialized for each domain in voice trans-

wide range of domains. However, the content need-

lation services based on NMT. However, the sudden

ing translation, the words and phrases used, and

increase in inbound demand is being accompanied

their translation depend on the domain such as

by an increase in domains that will likely require

restaurants, lodging facilities, public transportation,

voice translation services. Furthermore, while a

etc. For this reason, machine translation engines

machine translation engine specific to each domain

specialized for individual domains have been in-

is needed, having to select which machine transla-

troduced to improve translation performance. Yet,

tion engine to use for each domain is troublesome

for the user using a voice translation service, hav-

for the user.

ing to select a dedicated machine translation en-

In response to these problems, NTT DOCOMO

gine for each usage scenario takes time and effort.

developed automatic domain prediction technolo-

It is therefore considered that this troublesome

gy for automatically identifying the domain of in-

task could be avoided if it were possible to predict

put text. This technology predicts the domain of

the domain from the text input by the user and

text input by the user by voice or keyboard so

automatically select the optimal machine transla-

that a machine translation engine specific to that

tion engine.

domain can be automatically selected for translation.
This article describes this domain prediction
technology for automatically predicting usage sce-

3. Automatic Domain Prediction

narios in voice translation services.

*1
*2
*3

The automatic domain prediction technology that

NMT: Machine translation technology using NNs (see *3), a
machine-learning technique.
Corpus: Language resource consisting of a large volume of text,
utterances, etc. collected and stored in a database.
NN: An entity that numerically models nerve cells within the
human brain (neurons) and the connections between them. It

*4

is composed of an input layer, an output layer and hidden layers
and is able to approximate complex functions by varying the
number of neurons and layers and the strength of connections
between layers.
Domain: A usage scenario in machine translation.
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we have developed extracts features from the text

(NLP), it is common to construct a document clas-

input by the user and performs document classifi-

sifier by training a machine-learning model using
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9

cation by machine learning* to predict the domain

training data consisting of pairs of documents and

appropriate to the input text.

labels.

An overview of the system is shown in Figure 1.

An example of classification using a document

This figure shows the flow of classifying the text

classifier is shown in Figure 2. In this example, the

input by the user into one of several predetermined

document classifier extracts features from the text

10

and send-

“Return visits to the clinic are received at counter

ing a translation request to the translation engine

5” input into the voice translation service and pre-

specialized for that domain. Here, “document clas-

dicts “medical care” from among the predefined

sifier” refers to a device that classifies text into

domain labels using a machine-learning technique.

domains using a document classifier*

one of several predetermined classifications.

3.2 Training Data for Document Classifier
3.1 Automatic Domain Prediction as
Document Classification

The training of a document classifier that uses
a machine-learning technique requires the use of
training data that pairs up input text of a voice

This technology performs document classifica-

translation service and domain labels.

tion by predicting the domain of the input text.
“Document classification” means the classification of

In machine-learning techniques, model perfor-

text input to the voice translation service into one

mance generally improves as the amount of train-

of several predefined labels. Here, “label” refers to

ing data increases. Furthermore, when construct-

a domain such as restaurants, lodging, or transpor-

ing training data, care must be taken to prevent

tation. In the field of Natural Language Processing

an imbalance in which data pairs in one domain

Send translation request to optimal domain
Translation engine (medical care)
Input text

Translation engine (transportation)

Document
classifier

Translation engine (retail sales)

Translation
result

Translation engine (restaurants)
Translation engine (general purpose)

Figure 1

*5
*6
*7
*8

System overview

Machine translation engine: Software for performing machine
translation.
VoiceTra®: A registered trademark of the National Institute
of Information and Communications Technology (NICT).
ili®: A registered trademark of Logbar Inc.
POCKETALK®: A registered trademark of Sourcenext Corpo-

*9

ration.
Machine learning: Technology that enables computers to acquire knowledge, decision criteria, behavior, etc. from data, in
ways similar to how humans acquire these things from perception and experience.
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are many or few in number compared with that of
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another domain. This is to avoid the problem of

3.3 Machine-learning Technique of
Document Classifier

over-fitting in which the accuracy of classification

We here describe our systemʼs document classi-

drops for text in a domain with a small amount of

fier that uses Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [4],

data.

which is a type of Recurrent NN (RNN) that intro-

Examples of document-classifier training data

duces recurrent connections*11 in a NN. LSTM is

are listed in Table 1. Among these examples, the

widely used in the field of NMT that handles var-

label “medical care” is attached to the text “When

iable-length text. An overview of the feedforward

feeling dizzy, do you sweat or shiver with cold?”

NN*12 and RNN is shown in Figure 3.

reflecting its domain.

In the hidden layer of an RNN such as LSTM,

Domain
Medical care
Input text
Transportation

Document
classifier

Return visits to the clinic
are received at counter 5

Retail sales
Restaurants

Figure 2
Table 1

Overview of document classifier

Examples of training data for a document classifier
Text

Domain

Can I see a doctor?

Medical care

When feeling dizzy, do you sweat or shiver with cold?

Medical care

This smart card cannot be charged here, so please do it beforehand.

Transportation

Arrival time may differ from the timetable depending on the weather or road conditions.

Transportation

Please bring your receipt to return or exchange any items.

Retail sales

Where is the toothpaste?

Retail sales

All items on the menu except for Japanese sake and shochu are all-you-can-drink.

Restaurants

All juices are 100% with no sugar added.

Restaurants

*10

Classifier: A device that classifies input into one of several predetermined classifications based on its feature values.

*11
*12

Recurrent connections: Connections that are made in a recurrent manner.
Feedforward NN: A NN that propagates signals only in a single direction in the order of input layer, hidden layers, and
output layer without any recurrent connections in the network.
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the inner state vector at the immediately previous

values*13 that represent context from the input text.

time point t ‒1 can be taken over at the next time

An example of a decision made by a document

point t enabling flexible handling of variable-length

classifier using LSTM is shown in Figure 4. In this

input such as text. Furthermore, since text can be

example, the number of dimensions of the LSTM

input in a time-series manner, the context infor-

vector is 200. A document classifier using LSTM

mation of that text can be expressed as a fixed-

determines which domain the input text conforms

length vector called a context vector. In short, the

to most based on the fixed-length context vector

use of an RNN enables the extraction of feature

created from the input text using a NN. First, the

Feedforward NN

RNN

Output layer

Time t state

Time t -1 state

Hidden layer

Input layer

Figure 3

Feedforward NN and RNN

Likelihood
Context vector

Medical care

0.8

Transportation 0.01

LSTM

200D

Word vector

200D

Input sentence

Atama
ｔ＝1

200D

200D

200D

200D

Softmax

200D

200D

200D

200D

ga

itai

desu.

<EOS>

ｔ＝2

ｔ＝3

ｔ＝4

ｔ＝5

Figure 4

Retail sales

0.09

Restaurants

0.1

Document classifier using LSTM

*13

Feature values: Values extracted from data, and given to that
data to give it features.
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document classifier applies morphological analysis*14

Domain prediction accuracy is summarized in

to the input Japanese sentence “頭が痛いです.”

Table 2. Examining the classification accuracy (F

(“Atama ga itai desu.” or “My head hurts.”) to get

value*17) of each domain, it can be seen that the

the word-partitioned input word string “頭が 痛い

accuracy of this document classifier is generally

です <EOS>” (atama-ga itai desu <EOS>). Here,

high. In addition, the average processing time of

“<EOS>” is a pseudo token*

15

that expresses the

domain prediction per sentence was approximately

end of the sentence. Next, the classifier inputs the

12 ms, which indicates that domain prediction

200-dimension word vectors obtained by vectoriz-

could be performed within a realistic processing

ing each word of the input word string into the

time in actual use.

LSTM one-by-one and calculates the context vector expressing the context information of the in-

3.5 Application Example

put sentence. Finally, it uses the Softmax function*

16

Next, we describe an example of applying this

based on this context vector to calculate

system to machine translation using domain predic-

the likelihood that the input sentence conforms to

tion technology (Fig. 1). The input text (in Japanese)

any one domain and uses those likelihood values

was “このレストランではカリフォルニア産の高級

to predict the domain most suitable for that input

ワインが召し上がれます.” (“Kono resutoran de wa

sentence.

kariforunia san no kokyu wain ga meshiagaremasu.”).
Using the document classifier, the system performed

3.4 Accuracy of Domain Prediction

automatic domain prediction of this text and pre-

We performed training of an LSTM-based doc-

dicted the domain to be “restaurants.” The system

ument classifier using paired data consisting of text

then translated the input text using the machine-

and labels and measured the accuracy of classifi-

translation engine for the restaurants domain re-

cation with respect to text data. In the experiment,

sulting in the following translation:
“You can enjoy California high-quality wine at

we defined medical care, transportation, retail sales,
and restaurants as the target domains and pre-

this restaurant.”
However, on translating the input text using a

pared 1,000 sentences of text data for each domain.
Table 2

Domain prediction accuracy
LSTM

Domain

No. of examples
Precision

Recall

F value

Medical care

0.99

0.92

0.95

1,000

Transportation

0.95

0.95

0.95

1,000

Retail sales

0.87

0.94

0.91

1,000

Restaurants

0.92

0.92

0.92

1,000

*Average processing time: 12 ms per sentence

*14

*15
*16

Morphological analysis: The task of dividing text written in
natural language into morphemes̶the smallest units of meaning in a language̶and determining the part of speech of each.
Token: A character or character string treated as the smallest
unit of text.
Softmax function: A function used to calculate probability

*17

values when normalizing the total output of a NN to 1.0.
F value: A scale used for comprehensive evaluation of accuracy and exhaustiveness, and it is calculated as the harmonic
mean of precision and recall.
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general-purpose machine-translation engine, the fol-

engine matching the userʼs domain.
Future plans include the development of do-

lowing result was obtained:
“This restaurant has a high quality wine in

els of accuracy and the development of domain

California.”
On comparing these translation results using a
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main prediction technology with even higher lev-

machine-translation engine dedicated to the res-

prediction technology using information other than
text.
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